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INVESTMENT ALERT
► Drilling confirms and extends high-grade nickel-cobalt
mineralization at Cyclops Project, Indonesia
On September 10, 2019, Pacific Rim Cobalt
announced results from its ongoing 2019 shallow
diamond drilling program at its flagship Cyclops
Project, focused on nickel-cobalt development in
Papua Province, Indonesia.
The drilling is part of a multi-faceted exploration
program aimed at confirming historical results and
structuring the go-forward development plan.
The program was completed on the target plateau
area developed over a laterized unfaulted block of
peridotite in order to test the continuity of the mineralized laterite profiles.
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The total program involved the following:
● 75 drill holes varying in depth from 10-29 metres
● 1,019.5 metres drilled
● 898 samples assayed to date
● 51 stuger holes drilled to a depth of between 1-3 metres
● 11 test-pits completed for bulk sampling ranging in depth from 2-6 metres
This phase of the drill program was completed in the north block, a follow-up with a 50 metre x 50 metre grid
to test the continuity of previously encountered elevated zones of nickel (Ni) and cobalt (Co) in the broad
100 metre x 100 metre grid.
The mineralized laterite profile within the drilled area was found to be continuous over a zone of 600 metres x
300 metres with nickel values of interest from the surface to maximum depths of 16 metres within the saprolite zone. The overlying surface limonite zone consistently contains elevated cobalt ad nickel values.
The eastern boundary of mineralized zone is confirmed by the edge of the up faulted block with the thickest
and better grade intersections occurring on the western boundary of this area, which extends into the main
laterite area.

The drilled area overall is open to the west and south-west as it forms the eastern part of the main laterite
zone where historic drilling encountered significant nickel and cobalt.
Highlights: Drill intersections with cut-off grades at 1.00 and 1.50% nickel includes:

● DDD 276

7 metres of

● DDD 220

6 metres of

● DDD 240
● DDD 241
● DDD 288

3 metres of
5 metres of
12 metres of

● DDD 289

7 metres of

1.67% Ni and 0.05% Co at a 1.76% Ni equivalent
including 4 metres at a 2.05% Niequivalent
1.74% Ni and 0.16% Co at a 2.05% Ni equivalent
including 5 metres at a 2.06% Ni equivalent
1.43% Ni and 0.21% Co at a 1.82% Ni equivalent
1.67% Ni and 0.08% Co at a 1.82% Ni equivalent
1.66% Ni and 0.10% Co at a 1.85% Ni equivalent
including 7 metres at a 1.85% Ni equivalent
2.05% Ni and 0.10% Co at a 2.25% Ni equivalent
including 5 metres at a 2.49% Ni equivalent

The calculation basis for the cobalt price per 3 months (LME data) is $ 32.10/kg and the nickel price per 3
months (LME data) $ 15.85/kg, with a ratio between cobalt price / nickel price of $ 2.03.
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►Development timeline 2019 - 2020
● Phase 1 scoping tests (completed)
● Phase 2 scoping test programme ongoing
● Phase 3 commissioning programme and operation of a mini pilot / pilot plant to provide design criteria for
subsequent capex/opex estimates to produce enough nickel or cobalt bearing product for independent
evaluation by several prospective battery industry purchasers (Half 2, 2019)
● Resource estimate planned (Q 4, 2019)
● Pre-Feasibility Study planned (mid-2020)

Investment comments:
Pacific Rim’s Cyclops Cobalt-Nickel Project has a significant, shallow, historic estimate of 37 million
tonnes grading 0.11% Co and 1.31% Ni at 0.8% cut-off grade and has the potential for considerable expansion as mineralization is open at and on strike (historical not NI-43-101 compliant estimate).
Pacific Rim’s efforts will focus on historically identified and drill-tested prospects as well as previously undrilled prospects. The goal of the program is to establish a maiden compliant resource on the Project in late
2019, as well as to identify target locations for execration of mini bulk samples required for upcoming metallurgical and process testing.
In July 2018, the Company entered into a non-binding Preliminary Offtake Agreement with Beijing Easpring
Material Technology, to be followed by a Definitive Agreement which would give Easpring the right to purchase nickel sulphate and cobalt sulphate from the Cyclops Project for an initial term of 5 years from the
commencement of commercial production.
The confirmed and extended high-grade nickel-cobalt mineralization is part of a multi-faceted exploration program at confirming historical results and structuring the go-forward development plan
Considering the anticipated strong future growth of cobalt demand as a precious material to power lithium-ion
EV batteries, and the Company priced at a significant discount compared to its pre-production and later-stage
exploration peer group, at the currently depressed market valuation of just US$ 8.6 million, Pacific Rim Cobalt, in my view, is extremely undervalued.
I maintain my price target of C$ 0.50 over an extended period to the end of 2020.
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► Nickel market booming
As of September 10, 2019, the nickel spot price, enhanced by Indonesia’s decision as the world’s largest
nickel producer to stop nickel exports as of January 1, 2020, was US$ 8.19, up sharply by approximately 46%
from US$ 5.62 at July 25, 2019..
Besides Indonesia’s announced nickel export restriction, the nickel price rose sharply in July, as a result of
lower LME inventories which remain near a 7-yaer low.
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Indonesia, the world’s largest nickel producer,
announces that the country will stop nickel imports as at
January 1, 2020 to protect and boost its national industry
On September 2, 2019, the Energy and Mineral Resources Ministry of Indonesia announced that it will stop
nickel exports as of January 1, 2020 to accelerate the establishment of domestic smelters while its nickel reserves are limited.
According to coal and minerals director general Bambang Gatot Ariyono, Indonesia would need 81 million
tons nickel ore supply per year as it has 11 working smelters and would build 25 more. Mr. Ariyono said that
the ban of nickel ore exports was in line with the national plan to accelerate the establishment of smelters so
that Indonesia could sell value-added nickel products such as stainless steel slabs.
He at a press conference said “We already exported 38 million tons of nickel up until July this year. At this
rate, Indonesia would need to think about its reserves, especially if it keeps issuing export permits”.
Indonesia mostly exports raw nickel ore instead of intermediate product such as batteries and stainless steel.
The country would stop exporting all “quality nickel, nut just ore with 1.7% nickel” Mr. Ariyono told the press.
Mr. Ariyono said the government is giving mining companies four months to complete their export contacts as
all exports would be completed by December 31, 2019. The date is two years earlier than the government’s
initial plan to ban nickel ore exports in January 2022.
Indonesia was the world’s largest nickel producer in 2018 with 560,000 tons. The nation’s average production is expected to grow 8.1% in the 2018 -2027 period, outperforming all other global nickel producers such
as the Philippines and Canada.
Mr. Ariyono acknowledged that Indonesia actually had potential reserves of 2.8 billion tons of nickel, but they
needed to be explored.
Energy and Mineral Resources (EMR) Minister Ignasius Jonan has signed the new regulation, especially export raw materials for stainless and batteries. The 2019 regulation states the reason for the prohibition of exports, namely having more building domestic facilities.
As known, Indonesia’s President Joko Widodo aimed to build electric vehicle batteries in the country to reduce fossil use. The government ensured that after 41 nickel smelters operating, the country will stop raw
materials export in 2022. So far, most of the miners still export the raw products to finance their operations.
Mr. Ariyono believes starting 2022, Indonesia will not export raw materials anymore and the downstream
projects can be carried out optimally. He added that in 2022 the country is expected to produce semi-finished
products from copper nickel, alumina, iron, tin, gold and silver to complement the entire supply of domestic
industrial trees.
It is known that currently there are 20 smelters operating in Indonesia consisting of copper, nickel, bauxite,
iron and manganese smelters. PT Smelting is the only processing plant and smelter. The facility is working
on copper concentrate from PT Freeport Indonesia mine in Papua.
China’s laterite nickel mines are all dependent on imports, mainly from the Philippines and Indonesia. From
2012 to 2013, Indonesia was China’s largest supplier of laterite nickel, which accounted for more than 50%
of the country’s total supply of the ore.
Philippines monopolized China’s supply of laterite nickel mines after Indonesia banned exports in 2014. On
January 12, 2017, Indonesia announced that it was in a position to allow nickel ore exports and the amount
of nickel ore imported by China from Indonesia gradually recovered.
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The proven nickel reserves in China are only about 290 million tons accounting for less than 4% of the global
total. Dominated by nickel sulfide in ores, China’s nickel resources are mainly distributed in Cansu, Xinjiang,
Yunnan and Jilin.
On one hand it is difficult and costly to mine nickel in China. On the other hand, China is the largest producer
of stainless steel. In 2018, the production volume of stainless steel in China reached 26.71 million tons, accounting for 53% of the global total. Therefore, China needs to import a large quantity of nickel every year.
Ivanhoe Mines has announced mine development is underway at its platinum group metals, nickel, copper
and gold Platreef Project in South Africa.
BHP Group, the world’s biggest mining company, is holding on to its Western-Australian based Nickel West
operations, based on a positive battery market forecast.
Glencore mines nickel and produces byproduct metals as a result of that production.
The major driver behind the rising demand for batteries is electric car production by companies such as
Volkswagen of Germany, which, after having opened four new plants in China last year, is building two additional plants in China to produce a total of 600,000 electric vehicles (EV’s) on its dedicated battery car platform.
Volkswagen plans to produce some 70 battery-powered models across its 12 auto brands by 2028 and make
22 million electric cars over the next decade.
The projected growth should boost China’s burgeoning battery industry along with the country’s demand for
Indonesian nickel.
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